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'Crystals" 

A new source of energy 

Discovered by fishermen 
10 years ago in the Pacific 
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However 

The world awaited by men 
did not come. 





Think of it as a gift 

when you need it 

Gift my ass. 
Working me already after 

giving me this. 







I don't get a moment 
to breathe. 



Lazy ass Crazy Dog brought a 
case baclU'm impressed. 



Whj. We'll get twice 
our normal commission 
price if we do this job- 

issue £ issue" is covering 
that case you dealt with. 









Hahaha... 
There is no cause 

For concern For Che 
general public. 



Because motor mouths 
like that are in charge, 
things like this happen.. 



Well because Gryphon makes a 
mess of public safety, freelance 

mercenaries like us have jobs. 
Polka dots done- 

Don't make me laugh. 
I think I'll die First 

oF work I haue. 

Haha, That’s true. 



is also poor. 

Ah... I'm feeling 

Madam said she'd 
giue you a new arm 
since you brought in 
some work. So try 
your best! Haha! i 

Poii't joke! \ 
That cheap aoo witch- 

l ! don't believe it! I 
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A hot night my i 



The hunt is starting...] 





Because oFthe artificial 
organs made From crystals, 
human liFespan increased. 

Mankind thought they 
were gaining eternal life. 



Soon a deadly side effect of 
the crystal organs were seen. 
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Stop eating. 

1L 



He has almost no humanity 
left he probably used all 

the crystals at once. 





It ate my money!! i 

just my day.. 
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What do you mean., 
fhank you for ueing 

our machine...! 
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I'M ON FIRE 
ANYWAYS.. 
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CROSSING IS BACK 
BUT Wt'Rl IH ! 

TRANSLATORS open to .II lenguege translators 

CLEANERS Photoshop Is preferred 

TYPESETTERS Photoshop is preferred 

PROOFREADERS fluent In english 

QOALITY CHECKERS a keen eye 

HELP OS TO CLIMO RACK 1P, AND VISIT OS AT: 


